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After two albums featuring his compositions with the Quadrantes 

Quartet, Bruno Elisabetsky has launched “Xadrez” (“Chess”), recorded 

by his trio in acoustic format. Tracks include the deceptively simple 

“Voando”, the baroque-style “Espera” and the rhythmically-structured 

“Corda Bamba”. Bruno’s work is characterized by a calm, unhurried 

development, as he does not seek to impress the listener with speed 

or number of notes played, but rather makes it possible to enjoy each 

sound on its own. “Nostalgico”, at once lyrical and emotional, is one of 

the most beautiful tunes of the album. “Chess” is a grandmaster’s work.

JAZZRU.QUAD 

“Bruno Elisabetsky is part of a Brazilian Guitar legacy of which I also 

belong to. He is one of the heirs of the fusion that took place within the 

last decades between the universe of Guinga and the Minas school of 

Toninho Horta, the rhythmic guitar of Baden Powell and the subtlety 

of João Gilberto. Bruno etches his own voice in beautiful and mature 

compositions, securing a place among the outstanding fi gures of Brazil’s 

contemporary guitar scene.”

DANIEL SANTIAGO

Guitarist, composer, Grammy-nominated Producer

When a mix – better yet, a recipe - of musical genres hits the right 

combination, the result is a fresh and original sound which dispenses 

with labels. Such is the case with the excellent “Xadrez” (“Chess”) CD, 

by guitarist and composer Bruno Elisabetsky. Attentive listeners will 

identify infl uences by the great Ralph Towner - a legend of contemporary 

guitar - alongside pinches of jazz, echoes of Andrew York and other 

elements, all harmoniously boiling in an aromatic stew with the sweet 

fl avor of Brazilian music. But, far from labels that stifl e creation, this is 

an original, honest, high quality work. Highly recommended.

CONRADO PAULINO

Guitarist and composer
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TECHNICAL RIDER + STAGE MAP

Drums
Drum Kit
Return Monitor

GuiTar
Ruler of Feeding (Power Supply)
Guitar Microphone (Neumann KM 184, Rode NT5 os similar)
Direct Box for Nylon Guitar
Return Monitor

Double Bass
Bass Amplifier (GKMB150 or similar)
Return Monitor
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